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"â€¦the reader will learn many tactical tricks from this book and thus surely increase his playing

strength." - Jerzy Konikowski, Fernschach InternationalChess enthusiasts of all ages and levels will

find this book an instructive delight. In a simple, easy-to-understand format it explains how to

bamboozle your chess opponents using commonly occurring tactical motifs.The illustrative

positions, all taken from real games, show the 50 Tricky Tactics that experienced chess masters

use to win their games.Recognizing frequently-occurring tactical ideas is vital to success in chess.

One of the fastest and most enjoyable ways to improve at chess is by learning these thematic

manoeuvres.Beginners will benefit from the clear explanation of basic concepts, such as how to

utilize a fork, pin or skewer. Advanced players will delight in the many devious middlegame tricks -

some classified here for the first time - which can catch out even grandmasters.Chess Tactics for

Kids makes improving easy and fun, and is full of helpful explanations on how to approach chess

games with confidence - and success."...really easy to understand. If you need a general idea of

tactical examples Chandler's books will help you." - KARLGrandmaster Murray Chandler finished

second in the World Cadet Championship in 1976, ahead of Garry Kasparov, whom he defeated in

their individual game. He remains to this day one of the few players in the world with a 100% score

against Kasparov. He was a key member of the England team that won the silver medals in Chess

Olympiads three times during the 1980s, and went on to captain the team in 1994. His previous

book for Gambit, How to Beat Your Dad at Chess, has proved one of the most popular chess books

of recent years."Chandler writes in a clear, intelligent style that does not talk down to kids" - Daniel

Lucas, Georgia Chess"From my point of view, this is a totally successful book for the intended

target audience - and that is not only due to the occasional scattered very attractive chess cartoon."

- Helmut Conrady
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When you are a beginner there is nothing better than studying books on Tactics, Traps and

Combinations in chess. This is because the mind of a beginner can certainly understand 1 + 1 = 2.

The value of the pieces is clear and coming out ahead can be calculated. This is a point that is a

first step in learning chess! Tactics, at any point of the game are important to learn. Knowing what

they are, how they work and recognizing them at a glance is necessary if you are going to become

a good chess player. "CHESS TACTICS FOR KIDS" works on the most important starting tactics by

showing you what they are and giving brief examples. This is not a tactics workbook where you will

find hundreds of examples (a good book to get after this) or a traps book (a book also good to get)

where you can see the tactics arise from the first move of the game. It is a book where you will learn

the "mechanics" of the tactics. The brief chapter on each tactic is a great way to get started!

Learning Tactics will help you win 90 percent of your games. I like this book because it covers a

good variety of tactics ranging from forks to pins and more. Could probably use more problems but

the problems it has are very good. [...]

I think this is a great book with HOW TO BEAT YOUR DAD AT CHESS, WINNING CHESS

TOURNAMENTS FOR JUNIORS and ART OF THE CHECKMATE.These are all wonderful books

that teach you how to be a winner!

This is a great book that compliments "How to Beat Your Dad at Chess." It covers various chess

tactics that come up or can be created to win material, gain positional advantages and impose

checkmate.Overall, the book is highly readable with good diagrams and easy to follow text. It is



thorough in covering important and commonly used tactics, but not overwhelming for new players.I

think Chess Tactics for Kids is a misnomer in a sense since this book is appropriate for almost any

adult and probably wouldn't be very useful to kids under 12 years old unless they have more than a

casual interest in chess. However, younger kids could certainly grow into it as their interest peaks

and they master more fundamental skills.I've been playing chess for years and got a lot out of this

book. I think it's perfect for teenagers and highly recommend it to adults who have not read

seriously on chess and are somewhat intimidated or bored by move-by-move type chess books. I

also recommend it to younger kids with more advanced chess skills or who are serious doing their

homework to improve their skills.I wish this book was available when I was learning to play chess. It

would have saved me a lot of time learning things the hard way and wading through a lot of overly

complicated move-by-move type books that I wasn't ready for.

This is Murray Chandler's follow up to his highly successful "How To Beat Your Dad At Chess". The

book presents 50 common tactical ideas - pins, skewers, forks, stalemate and many more - each

one explained and illustrated in a double page spread. Only themes which occur fairly commonly in

practice are included, and there are six diagrams per double page. The explanations are in simple

language, and each diagram is accompanied by a brief commentary pointing out the salient features

of the position. The continuations are very short (usually only one or two moves) so they can be

followed easily without the need for a board.Three or four examples are given of each tactical trick,

with the aim of getting the reader to recognise certain patterns, and hopefully apply this newly

acquired pattern recognition to his/her own games. To test how well the patterns have been

absorbed there are 54 test positions for the reader to try. If the reader is unable to spot the

continuation, a hint is given by way of a reference to the number of the tricky tactic that is being

tested. So you can refresh your memory by looking back at the illustrated examples and then

hopefully spot the same theme in the test position. All of the illustrative positions and test positions

are taken from actual play (though there are no game references given), and there are no artificially

composed positions.Although the book is aimed at children in the first instance, it could be used

equally profitably by adult beginners who wish to sharpen up their tactical awareness.This review

first appeared in the magazine En Passant.

This book has some good positions to learn from. I got this book in my school library but found the

newer book "Winning Chess Tournaments for Juniors" to be even better. But this book is still good.



If you are not already an experienced player, this neat little book will improve your game for sure.

It's all about pattern recognition: spotting familiar clusters of pieces that alert strong players to the

possibility of a combination. There are 50 different motifs covered, and all win material in one way or

another.All strong players know and use these patterns frequently. Learning them is essential if you

want to improve. Chandler's book is clearly intended for the lower level player (though not only

juniors), but it is an intelligent read, and often fun. The author is a grandmaster, and you can be sure

he knows what he is talking about.Layout is friendly and I like it that the book opens flat,a benefit of

hardcover.
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